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September 30, 2009

Rulemaking and Directives Branch 73 4Z 5 -,
Mail Stop TWB-05-Bo1 M
Division of Administrative Services ,
Office of Administration ... .. ,
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, DC 20555-0001

Subject: Mitsubishi Comments on Draft Regulatory Guide DG-5034, "Protection of Safeguards
Information," Noticed in 74 Fed. Reg. 39344 (August 6, 2009)

:,J

Dear Sir or Madam:

Mitsubishi Nuclear Energy Systems, Inc (Mitsubishi) is pleased to comment on Draft Regulatory Guide DG-
5034, "Protection of Safeguards Information," as provided for at 74 Fed. Reg. 39344 (August 6, 2009).
Mitsubishi fully adopts and incorporates the industry comments on DG-5034 as submitted by the Nuclear
Energy Institute (NEI). In addition, Mitsubishi provides further comments below.

As a general matter, Mitsubishi notes that in many instances DG-5034 uses mandatory language (e.g.,
"shall" or "must") with respect to the taking of actions not required by the regulations. By doing so, DG-
5034 is impermissible engaging in rulemaking. For actions that are not specifically required by the rules,
the guidance should say "should" as opposed to "shall" or "must."

Mitsubishi also provides the following specific additional comments on DG-5034:

Comment on Page 4. Section 2 (c) (audits): As the NEI comments note, an annual independent audit is
not required by the regulation. In addition, to the extent DG-5034 provides guidance on the performance of
audits, the guidance should clearly allow some leeway in the timing of such audits.

Comment on Page 4. Section 2 Wa) (tra ning): Mitsubishi agrees with the NEI comment that a formal
training program is not required. Rather, the guidance should refer to the conducting of training or briefing
of individuals authorized access to Safeguards Information (SGI) to ensure that they are knowledgeable of
the procedures and requirements for the protection of SGI.

Comment on Page 7, Section 6 (access to SGIO: Mitsubishi believes that the NRC should provide
additional clarification with respect to the last sentence in the third to the last paragraph of Section 6 on
page 7 of DG-5034 concerning the required trustworthiness and reliability determination for access to SGI.
Referring to the need for criminal history and background checks, this sentence states: "This does
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not mean that individuals who have been subject to an equivalent background check (such as for
unescorted access or for access to national security information), will have to undergo another background
check for access to SGI." The NRC should provide additional clarification that a determination of
trustworthiness and reliability may be based on a favorable determination of trustworthiness and reliability
made by the entity performing the original background check, i.e., there is no requirement to obtain or
independently review the FBI criminal history record or other background information. We understand that
this is how PADs works, which the NRC accepts as sufficient for unescorted access at nuclear power
plants.

Furthermore, such an approach is fully consistent with the Commission SGI orders that were issued prior
to the promulgation of the new rule. In those orders, the Commission specifically authorized a reviewing
officer to rely upon a favorably-decided criminal history record check within the last five years subject to
obtaining written confirmation from the employer who reviewed the criminal history record. See, e.g., 72
Fed. Reg. 53,797 (Sept. 20, 2007), "Attachment-Requirements for Fingerprinting and Criminal History
Records Checks of Individuals When a Reviewing Official Is Determining Access to Safeguards
Information. "General Requirements," Paragraph A.3, 72 Fed. Reg. at 53,800. Accordingly, DG-5034
should clarify that, analogous to the Commission SGI orders, "a reviewing officer may rely upon a
favorably-decided criminal history/background records check within the last five years subject to obtaining
written confirmation from the employer who reviewed the criminal history/background records."

Comment on Page 8. Section 7 (access to SGI by foreign nationalsV: The last two sentences of the
second to last paragraph of Section 7 on page 8 of DG-5034 are confusing and require clarification.
Mitsubishi controls access to SGI by Japanese foreign nationals employed by Mitsubishi in accordance
with its SGI Program as approved by the NRC.

Comment on Page 8, Section 9 (finaerarinting and background check): The guidance on the
requirements for fingerprinting and background checks should make clear, as discussed in the comments
above on Section 6 (access to SGI), that obtaining fingerprints and performing a background check is not
required where the reviewing officer appropriately relies on, and documents by written confirmation, a
favorably-decided criminal history record/background records check within the last five years.
Also, the first paragraph in Section 9 should be rephrased to state that "each licensee.., shall secure
fingerprints. . .." The licensee may not actually fingerprint the person but take steps to secure the
fingerprints of persons for determining access to SGI.
Finally, the reference to NEI 03-01 "Personal History Questionnaire" for unescorted nuclear power plant
access is overly broad. There is much information requested by the NEI-03-01 Questionnaire that is not
applicable to the determination of access to SGI as provided for by the SGI regulations.

Comment on-Page 9, Section 11 (basis for granting or denying SGI access): The guidance in the first
paragraph for providing an explanation of the basis for granting SGI access is unnecessary. The bases for
granting SGI access are the criminal history and background records relied upon for the granting of
access. An explanation should only be necessary where the request for access to SGI is denied to explain
why the request was denied. Therefore, the guidance in the first paragraph of Section 11 should be
rephrased to provide as follows: "Each individual record of those requesting SGI access should contain
the basis, i.e., the documents relied upon, for granting or denial of access to SGI. Where the access is
denied a brief explanation of the reason for denial should also be provided."
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Comment on Page 10, Section 13(a) (storage of SGI in a controlled access area): Section 13(a) of
DG-5034 provides that a steel filing cabinet equipped with a steel locking bar and an approved GSA three-
position, changeable combination padlock may be used for storage of SGI within a protected area or a
controlled access area. Previous NRC SGI guidance, NUREG-0794, "Protection of Unclassified
Safeguards Information," (1981) provided useful guidance on what constitutes a controlled access area in
which such SGI storage containers could be used. See Section 4.1 of NUREG-0794. Analogous
guidance should be provided in DG-5034.

Comment on Paae 11. Section 15 (loQ for opening/closing SGI storage container): Mitsubishi fully
agrees with NEI's comment that that a log for opening and closing the SGI storage container is overly
burdensome for the minimal value gained. To the extent a log is recommended as guidance, it should be
limited to logging out SGI material to work in a location other than an area controlled exclusively for the use
and storage of SGI.

Comment on Page 13. Section 24 (marking transmittal letters not containing SGI): Mitsubishi
believes that guidance provided in this section of DG-5034 is unduly restrictive and excludes other
permissible markings of transmittal letters that do not contain SGI. The Mitsubishi SGI program -
approved by the NRC - provides that transmittal letters that do not contain SGI, but which have enclosures
or attachments that contain SGI, are to be stamped at the top and bottom of each page with the
designation that "ENCLOSURE(S) CONTAIN SAFEGUARDS INFORMATION. WHEN SEPARATED
FROM SAFEGUARDS ENCLOSURE(S), THIS DOCUMENT IS DECONTROLLED." This marking
provides the required SGI marking at the top and bottom of each page as well as the notification that when
separated from the SGI enclosures or attachments, the transmittal letter is unrestricted.

Accordingly, Mitsubishi recommends that more general guidance be provided in this section of DG-5034,
such as that provided in the Safeguards Information presentation at the April 27, 2007 NRC Information
Security Workshop with the Nuclear Power Plant Industry and New Reactor Design Vendors. That
presentation (at page 28) provided guidance that "[t]ransmittal letters or memoranda which do not contain
SGI [should be] marked to indicate that attachments or enclosures contain SGI but transmittal does not
(e.g., 'When separated from SGI enclosures this document is decontrolled')."

Comment on Page 16, Section 28(d) (removal of encrypted SGI from internet-connected computer):
Mitsubishi understands that NEI will be submitting a white paper on why encryption provides sufficient
protection of encrypted SGI without additional measures. Wholly apart from issues of storing and
protecting encrypted SGI, the guidance in Section 28(d) that "all traces of encrypted SG" be removed from
the internet-connected computer processing unit upon "completion of the transmission" is overly
burdensome and would greatly inhibit the use of encrypted SGI. As written, this guidance could require the
complete sanitization of the internet-connected computer every time the computer were used to transmit,
or receive encrypted SGI, the same as if the computer were contaminated with unencrypted SGI. This
same logic would require that computer servers be cleansed as well of encrypted SGI which would make
the transmission of encrypted SGI unworkable.

Comment on Page 16. Section 29 (decontrollin SGI): The reference in the last sentence of the last
paragraph of this section "to the office that generated the information" is unclear. We suggest that a more
specific word be used replacing "office."
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Comment on Page 19, Paragraph 4 (definition of reviewing officer): The definition of reviewing officer
should recognize that, in accordance with the NRC orders providing for reviewing officers, a reviewing
officer may rely upon a favorably-decided criminal history/background records check within the last five
years subject to obtaining written confirmation from the employer who reviewed the criminal history and
background records. See Comment on page 7, Section 6 of DG-5034 above.

Thank you for considering Mitsubishi's comments on DG-5034. Please get back to me with any questions
or further information desired with respect to Mitsubishi's comments. My contact information is provided
below.

Sincerely,

Mitsubishi Nuclear Energy Systems, Inc.

Dr. C. Keith Paulson
Senior Technical Manager and

Safeguards Program Administrator

Contact Information

C. Keith Paulson, Senior Technical Manager and
Safeguards Program Administrator

Mitsubishi Nuclear Energy Systems, Inc.
300 Oxford Drive, Suite 301
Monroeville, PA 15146
E-mail: ckpaulsoncgmnes-us.com
Telephone: (412) 373-6466


